
Learn how to elevate your space with glass art in ten simple styling recommendations.

 

 Glass LOVES light. Light will make it sparkle and come alive.
Natural light is great if it is available, but a strategically

placed lamp will make your glass art sparkle beautifully as
well. Or try placing a paperweight on a puck light that

illuminates it from below creating a lovely glow.

 If you’re working with similar sized items, like three glass
animals, try placing them at different heights to create

some variety. Or try grouping three different sizes of glass
sleeping kittens and birds of beauty for a playful

display. 
 

 Try grouping your glass art with textiles, ceramics, or metals
to create an interesting combination of textures and add

visual interest.

2. ARRANGEMENTS

Mix and match your artwork. Pair your glass art with a
painting that has similar or complementary colors that play
off one another.

3.VARIETY

4. PAIRING

10 Simple Decorative Styling Ideas With Glass Art

LIGHTING1.

Group items in sets of three or five to create harmony. Our
eyes find these types of arrangements more pleasing than
pairs like our ring holder, marble and heart paperweights.

5. TEXTURE
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There are so many ways to incorporate gorgeous glass pieces into your existing home décor

 Transparent glass will look very different depending
on the background and surroundings. Experiment with
lights and darks to see what creates contrast and looks

best to your eye.
 

7. SCALE

 Activate unused spaces on walls or add something special
to a window with hanging artwork like a sun catcher or an

ornament. If they’re in sunlight they not only sparkle but
create colorful reflections!

. 
 

Incorporating functional art into your home gets you the best
of both worlds, beauty and utility. Use pieces like ring holders,
glass bowls and handblown wine stoppers to elevate your
everyday life with luxurious touches.

8. ACTIVATE

9. FUNCTION

More styling recommendations

6. CONTRAST

Play with size. If you have a large painting or beautiful mirror
on a mantle, try giving it some visual support with a small
glass bowl, pumpkins, paperweight or handblown glass
sculpture.

Have some continuity between your art – whether it’s size,
shape, color or a seasonal theme, use one of the elements

listed here that pull the pieces together. And don’t be afraid to
switch it up based on interests or time of year! 

10. THEME
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